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Adapting environmental management
to uncertain but inevitable change
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Implementation of adaptation actions to protect biodiversity is limited by

uncertainty about the future. One reason for this is the fear of making the

wrong decisions caused by the myriad future scenarios presented to

decision-makers. We propose an adaptive management (AM) method for

optimally managing a population under uncertain and changing habitat

conditions. Our approach incorporates multiple future scenarios and conti-

nually learns the best management strategy from observations, even as

conditions change. We demonstrate the performance of our AM approach

by applying it to the spatial management of migratory shorebird habitats

on the East Asian–Australasian flyway, predicted to be severely impacted

by future sea-level rise. By accounting for non-stationary dynamics, our sol-

ution protects 25 000 more birds per year than the current best stationary

approach. Our approach can be applied to many ecological systems that

require efficient adaptation strategies for an uncertain future.
1. Introduction
Species’ distributions and abundances are shifting as a result of climate change

[1,2]. Much work has been done to predict future long-term climate trends and

their associated impacts on ecological systems. Some species are colonizing

new areas, while other species are threatened with extinction by the warming cli-

mate [2]. Despite the potential implications of the changing climate, scientists

hesitate to convert climate predictions into actionable decisions about where

and when to act to achieve a management objective in the uncertainty of a chan-

ging environment [3,4]. Predicting the best management strategy in systems

subject to long-term trends in threat (non-stationary systems) is difficult because

the impact of future climate cannot be inferred from existing data with certainty

[5,6]. A common approach is to generate a range of plausible scenarios to cover a

suite of possible futures [7–9], but this provides little guidance for managers

because the likelihood of each scenario is unknown [10]. Although they acknowl-

edge the uncertainty, managers need not just data but processed information that

can be used to make better decisions in a changing world [4,6,10]. Scientists need

to provide managers with actionable guidance for immediate decisions using the

best information available [11], while also providing reasonable estimates of how

uncertain they are about their predictions [12]. Adaptive management (AM), or

learning by doing, is recognized as the best management principle to manage sys-

tems under uncertainty in ecology [13,14] and natural resource economics [15,16]

but suffers from a lack of solution methods [14,17].

Here, we address this problem by showing for the first time how to derive AM

strategies that maximize the probability of achieving a management objective

over time and across space in a changing climate. We use a partially observable

Markov decision process (POMDP) [18] and build on an optimization method

from artificial intelligence [17,19] to develop a decision tool to manage non-

stationary systems. Using a predefined set of models of climate change impacts,

our approach uses feedback from management actions to detect the most likely

impacts of climate change over time. We calculate active adaptive strategies

that provide the best actions given the current uncertainty, so actions can be

taken to manage populations while further learning occurs [13].
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Using our approach, we demonstrate how to determine

where and when to protect habitats for migratory shorebirds

using the East Asian–Australasian (EAA) flyway given uncer-

tainty about the impacts of future sea-level rise (SLR) on

shorebird habitats. The EAA flyway is a major migratory shore-

bird route; each year after breeding in eastern Siberia and

Alaska, the birds undertake a return migration through Asia

to Australasia. To complete their migration, the shorebirds

depend on intertidal mudflats as stopover sites [20], which

have been subject to extensive loss and degradation in the

past [21,22] and are acutely vulnerable to further loss through

SLR in the future [23].

Mean global sea level is predicted to rise between 0.75 and

1.90 m by 2100 [24,25]. As sea level rises, intertidal areas that

are critical habitats for migrating shorebirds will be inundated,

and their ability to shift inland in response to SLR depends on

the upshore habitat being protected from development [24].

The extent of population losses will depend on the magnitude

of SLR, creating further uncertainty [23]. Furthermore, the rate

of SLR has accelerated over the past century [26], indicating

that the rate of SLR can change over a short time period.

Stochastic systems with underlying probability distributions

that change over time are termed non-stationary. Non-stationary

systems with an uncertain rate of change are challenging to

manage because more data will not necessarily lead to reduced

uncertainty if the trend changes with time. For the shorebirds

of the EAA flyway, our objective is to choose where and when

to avert habitat losses caused by uncertain, non-stationary

impacts of SLR to maximize the expected breeding population

size, less the costs of management.

A recent attempt to manage non-stationary systems using

AM approximated change by assuming no trend (stationarity)

to choose actions for short periods, and using the observations

from the short period to learn a new stationary model at the end

of each period [27]. However, the short time horizon means that

the approach cannot anticipate long-term future change. An

alternative approach assumes models of the future with con-

stant rates of change [28,29]. If the rate of change is not

constant, as in the case of SLR [26], then this approach may

lead to poor management recommendations. By contrast, our

POMDP approach improves AM by optimizing the long-term

management of systems where the best predictive model of

the system may change at any time. We demonstrate that our

method can be used to simultaneously make optimal manage-

ment decisions given current information and also to learn as

climate change occurs. Accounting for scenario uncertainty in

this way can identify management decisions that protect net-

work populations in anticipation of future impacts of SLR

and outperforms the recently published ‘bottleneck index’

network metric [23].
2. Material and methods
(a) Modelling the flyway as a network
For 10 shorebird taxa (bar-tailed godwit [Limosa limosa baueri;
Limosa limosa menzbieri], curlew sandpiper [Calidris ferruginea],

eastern curlew [Numenius madagascariensis], great knot [Calidris
tenuirostris], grey-tailed tattler [Tringa brevipes], lesser sand plover

[Charadrius mongolus], red knot [Calidris canutus piersmai; Calidris
canutus rogersi] and terek sandpiper [Xenus cinereus]), the routes

taken through the flyway are modelled as weighted directed

graphs [23,30] (e.g. figure 1). Nodes represent regional groups of
internationally important shorebird sites and are assumed to be

at carrying capacity. Inundation by SLR decreases carrying

capacity at a non-breeding node in proportion to the area lost.

Lines represent the flow of birds migrating between nodes

[23,30]. We assume that birds migrate deterministically through

the network from a single breeding node (the method could

accommodate stochastic migration if sufficient data existed).

(b) Management objective
The management objective is to maximize the expected popu-

lation size at the breeding node over time less management

penalties. Management penalty refers to the cost of protecting

habitat (see §2e for details). If the sea level rises, then habitat

in the non-breeding nodes is inundated, restricting how many

birds can pass through the impacted nodes and return to the

breeding node. Each year, one non-breeding node can be pro-

tected to prevent or offset the local habitat loss caused by SLR.

Our goal is to find the best places in the network to protect

over time to achieve the management objective. The challenge

is that SLR is a non-stationary process, and we do not know

when SLR will occur or what its effect on bird populations will

be. We need models to describe the flyway network as the

impacts of SLR change through time. To do this, we create differ-

ent flyway network models that represent our best guesses about

how SLR will impact bird populations for discrete values of SLR

(0, 1 and 2 m), then use feedback from observed bird population

data to determine the probabilities that each impact model is

correct at any given time.

(c) Flyway responses to sea-level rise scenarios
We model three alternative future flyway networks correspond-

ing to the impacts of habitat loss on bird populations under

three SLR scenarios (0, 1 or 2 m) for each taxon (e.g. figure 1

and electronic supplementary material, S1, for networks for all

taxa). To compute the expected habitat loss, we assume that

the proportion of a non-breeding node inundated by an SLR

scenario is equivalent to the proportional reduction in the carry-

ing capacity at the node. Reducing the non-breeding node

capacity constricts flow through the network and reduces the

number of birds that return from the migration. For each SLR

scenario, the amount of shorebird habitat required to offset the

losses caused by rising sea levels at each non-breeding node is

calculated from elevation models, bathymetry, tidal information

and existing impermeable surfaces. See [23] for details of calcu-

lating areas of inundation and impermeable surfaces.

After returning to the breeding node, the surviving popu-

lation undergoes stochastic breeding before the next annual

migration begins. We estimate the annual change in population

size after breeding for all taxa using a stochastic Gompertz

model (electronic supplementary material, S2) and population

data from Moreton Bay, Australia [31].

(d) Management actions to prevent sea-level rise
impacts

Management actions in our model protect land to allow upshore

habitat movement in response to SLR. Actions can protect a non-

breeding node against the habitat loss caused by 0, 1 or 2 m of

SLR. If the realized SLR is greater than the existing protec-

tion level, then we assume habitat loss will occur, reducing the

carrying capacity of the node. The extent of habitat lost at the

node is determined using the realized impact of SLR model

(§2c). If a node is protected against the realized SLR, there will

be no habitat loss. Birds arriving at a non-breeding node already

at carrying capacity are assumed to die. Protection actions may

be implemented successfully or may fail each year after
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Figure 1. Network representation of the migratory flyway of the eastern curlew [23]. Shaded nodes represent the key staging, breeding and non-breeding nodes
used by the curlew. Southward migration is depicted by the solid black arrows, and northward migration is depicted using dashed blue lines. Flows through the
nodes decrease as the habitat of each node inundated by SLR increases. Numbers adjacent to lines show the maximum flows (�103) through the network under
SLR scenarios of 0, 1 and 2 m, respectively. In each year, managers can counteract habitat loss at a single non-breeding node, preventing the loss of population flow
through that node. (Online version in colour.)
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implementation with fixed probabilities (electronic supplementary

material, S3.2). We allow for management at one non-breeding

node in each time step, but our approach can accommodate several

actions per time step (although note that increasing the number of

actions per time step exponentially increases the number of combi-

nations that must be considered, limiting the number of actions

that can be included during optimization). Actions are not taken

at the breeding node because breeding takes place in the Siberian

and Alaskan tundra for most taxa, and these inland areas are

less likely to be affected by SLR than intertidal habitat in the

non-breeding nodes.

(e) Reward function
We find the optimal AM strategy by maximizing the expected

sum over time of a discounted reward function. The reward func-

tion specifies the quality of a state relative to the objective and is

the mechanism for deciding which actions perform optimally over

time. In this flyway example, the reward function is equal to

the population size at the breeding node minus a management

penalty for action in the current step (electronic supplementary

material, S3.2). The one-time management penalty to protect a

non-breeding node against an SLR impact scenario is calculated as

the number of birds that would be lost owing to inundated habitat

in that node if the SLR impact scenario were realized (i.e. the man-

agement penalty is proportional to the node area protected, which

is proportional to the carrying capacity of the node in the event of

SLR). Protecting against higher SLR impact at a node requires
protecting more habitat and is more expensive than protecting

against lower SLR impact scenarios. While in reality, management

penalties would vary by node, measuring management penalties

in terms of number of birds enables direct comparison between the

penalties and rewards as they are in the same units. A more

advanced management penalty would require study to equate the

value of birds (reward) to the cost metric (e.g. landvalue). We include

a discount factor (0.95) that allows managers to specify the relative

value of birds in the present compared with birds in the future.

( f ) Adaptive management with non-stationary
dynamics

Recall that management of the flyway network is difficult

because the correct network population model is uncertain and

can change over time (non-stationary). Achieving the manage-

ment objective requires making management decisions based

on predicting the future breeding population size, but if the

network model used for prediction can change at any time

then we need to learn the probability that each network model

represents reality at each time step.

We propose to learn the probabilities that each network

model represents reality over time using AM, an iterative process

of reducing uncertainty by learning the true system model from

management outcomes [13,32,33]. The impact of SLR on bird

populations at any time is assumed to be one of a suite of alterna-

tive models. We model the AM problem as a POMDP where the
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system model is unobservable but all other variables are com-

pletely observable, improving the method proposed in [17].

Specifically, we relax the standard assumption of stationarity in

the unobserved state and instead allow the network population

model of SLR impacts to change over time. We do this by speci-

fying a probability of transition between network population

models, so there is a changing belief (i.e. probability) that each

candidate model is true at a given time (here we use a probability

of transition of 0.05 between network population models, or an

increase in SLR of 1 m every 20 years). In so doing, we demonstrate

that we can solve AM problems when the stationarity assumption

is not valid (electronic supplementary material, S3). Framing the

non-stationary AM problem as a POMDP is key to our approach

because POMDPs can be solved efficiently using advanced

methods from artificial intelligence (e.g. [34,35]).

An additional complexity comes from the size of the flyway

networks. Many ecological networks are large, and the compu-

tational complexity grows exponentially with the number of

network nodes. The computational complexity of large networks

can be addressed by modelling the system as a factored POMDP

[36]. Factored POMDPs simplify the joint transition probability

between states by specifying the conditional independence

between system variables. Dependencies between variables can

be represented using an influence diagram (electronic supplemen-

tary material, S4). Exploiting this independence structure reduces

the problem complexity by storing only the information that is

required to find an optimal solution [34].

(g) Learning and optimization
We build a factored POMDP model for each of 10 flyway net-

works representing 10 taxa that use the EAA flyway (electronic

supplementary material, S3). Each factored POMDP represents

a model of how a bird population may respond to changing

SLR. Deterministic SLR information (e.g. depth and bathymetry)

were used to create plausible models (§2c), but once the models

were created, physical SLR data were not used to learn the most

likely model. Instead, we observed the response of the bird

population and learned the best management action directly

from the population observed at the breeding node.

The state-based probability that a model of SLR impacts is cor-

rect (belief) is learned based on observations of the population at

the breeding node and the protection levels of the non-breeding

nodes. Belief states are sufficient statistics to summarize the obser-

vable history of the POMDP [37]. At each time step, observations

are used to update the belief of each state using Bayes’ rule (elec-

tronic supplementary material, equation S8). The optimal strategy

matches each belief state with an optimal management action.

We solve the optimization problem using the point-based

solver Symbolic Perseus [34]. Although point-based methods

are not theoretically guaranteed to return optimal solutions,

they provide near-optimal solutions in practice [17].

(h) The bottleneck heuristic
We compare the POMDP solution with a bottleneck heuristic [30,38]

that combines connectivity with the proportion of population flow

passing through node n for a given SLR scenario. The bottleneck

heuristic is calculated using b ¼maxn(cnpn), where cn is the between-

ness centrality (proportion of flow through node n), and pn is the

proportion of the area of node n inundated by the SLR scenario

(details of the computation of inundated area are in [23]). Nodes

with higher b values are assumed to be priorities for management.
3. Results
Although the impact of SLR on bird populations is uncertain,

our approach learns the probabilities that each of the migratory
network population models best represent reality over time

while managing optimally to maximize the breeding popu-

lation of a shorebird taxon (less management penalties). We

simulated an increasing impact of SLR on bird populations

while tracking (i) the population size at the breeding node,

(ii) the belief (i.e. the probability that each bird population net-

work model is correct, obtained by comparing expected model

outcomes and simulated observations), and (iii) the manage-

ment action recommended by the POMDP strategy (figure 2).

We programmed the simulation model to increase the expected

impact of SLR by 1 m every 10 years, starting from the 0 m SLR

impact scenario in the initial year (i.e. the expected impact

of SLR is the 0 m bird population network model for years

0–10, the 1 m model for years 11–20 and the 2 m model for

years 21–30). While this rate of change is faster than the pre-

dicted rate of SLR [24], it illustrates how our method learns

uncertain dynamics. With a slower rate of change, we found

similar results over a longer timescale (electronic supple-

mentary material, S5). Our simulation approach meant that

at each simulated time step, there was a ‘realized’ scenario

(i.e. a correct network model of the bird population) that was

known to us but had to be learned from system feedback by

our approach. When the realized SLR increased in the simu-

lation, the belief in the bird population model corresponding

to the increased SLR scenario increased, and the manage-

ment actions were adjusted to align with the realized

scenario (figure 2). Because we controlled the simulated rate

of change between population network models, we could

evaluate how well our approach learned in an uncertain

domain. Although our AM approach did not know the realized

population network model at any time, it adapted and cor-

rectly learned the most probable population model even

when the realized population model changed (figure 2b; see

electronic supplementary material, S1 and figures S1–S10, for

results across all taxa).

In our simulations of non-stationary SLR impacts, identify-

ing the probability that a network population model represents

reality and implementing the POMDP management strategy

lead to significantly smaller decreases in average population

size for all taxa, except the terek sandpiper, in comparison

to taking no action (figure 3). Average gain in population

size relative to doing nothing ranged between 2 and 29%,

corresponding to between 1140 (rogersi red knot) and 14 500

(curlew sandpiper) additional birds in the breeding population

(figure 3, and electronic supplementary material, S6, for

comparison with a random strategy).

Based on simulations of the impacts of SLR models, our

results significantly outperformed ( p , 0.05) a recently pro-

posed ‘bottleneck index’ network metric management strategy,

which assumes a stationary scenario of the effect of SLR

on bird populations [30]. Performance results for both the

bottleneck index and the POMDP solution were generally

superior to doing nothing, however the POMDP solution

always equalled or outperformed the bottleneck strategy in our

trials (percentage improvement of the POMDP compared with

the bottleneck strategy ranged from 0 to 11.6% over the 10

taxa, and the POMDP strategy protected a total of 25 000 more

birds per year than the bottleneck strategy over the 10 taxa;

figure 3). Because it is given an estimate of the rate of change

between models of SLR impacts, the POMDP strategy is able

to use more information than the bottleneck strategy. However,

although our approach assumed a fixed probability of the rate of

change between models of SLR impacts, sensitivity analysis
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showed that the POMDP strategy outperformed the bottleneck

strategy even when the time interval between changes in

models of SLR impacts varied (electronic supplementary
material, figures S12 and S13). The bottleneck strategy assumed

a single model of the impacts of SLR that did not change over

time. By contrast, our POMDP solution allowed for multiple
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network population models, allowing it to detect the changing

environment and select management actions accordingly,

leading to improved performance.

Correctly identifying the probabilities of impact of SLR pre-

vents wasting resources on ineffective action by assuming the

‘wrong’ model. The results of the bottleneck strategy we pre-

sent here are calculated for a 1 m SLR, but if the realized SLR

has impacts different from those predicted by the 1 m popu-

lation model, the actions recommended by the bottleneck

strategy may cost more than doing nothing without delivering

any benefit. For the curlew sandpiper, the bottleneck strategy

selects northwestern Australia and Southern China for protec-

tion, as this pathway supports 58% of the population in the 1 m

SLR impact model (see electronic supplementary material,

figure S3). However, if the impacts of 2 m SLR are realized,

then the population flow through this pathway is constricted

even if the bottleneck management strategy is followed. This

occurs because an additional 20% of the usable habitat of an

upstream node (SE Asia) is lost if the SLR impacts increase

from those predicted by the 1 m model to the 2 m model, pre-

venting many birds from ever reaching the protected nodes. If

the wrong population network model is used, then even if the

actions recommended by the bottleneck strategy are followed,

the flow will be restricted because actions have been taken in

the wrong regions to prevent the worst effects of the SLR. In

this case, taking no action would have a greater net benefit

than the bottleneck strategy as the penalty for action would

be avoided (different penalty assumptions will make the

bottleneck strategy more or less cost-effective). By contrast,

the POMDP strategy correctly protects SE Asia, outperforming

the bottleneck strategy (figure 3).

Across the 10 shorebird taxa, the regions most frequently

prioritized for protection were the Yellow Sea, northeastern

Australia and Korea (electronic supplementary material,

figure S14). Offset action was also required in peninsular

Malaysia, Japan, Tasmania and New Zealand. Two factors

drive whether a site is selected for protection: the population

flow through the node, and the extent of SLR impacts expected

at the node. The Yellow Sea is not predicted to suffer such vast

habitat inundation owing to SLR as other sites such as

northeastern Australia, but the Yellow Sea is an important

stopover region for seven of the 10 taxa studied [23]. Any habi-

tat loss at this site reduces flow to many downstream sites in

the network, so protecting this node is often prioritized. How-

ever, sites with small flows in the current scenario can become

key sites in the future, and some of these sites also require pro-

tection. For eastern curlew under the 0 m SLR population

network model, peninsular Malaysia receives 26% of the popu-

lation (about 10 000 birds) on the southward migration.

However, under the impacts of the 2 m SLR model, 44% of

the population (4000 birds) use peninsular Malaysia, making

this pathway the most significant under the 2 m SLR impact

scenario (figure 1). As the belief in the population model

associated with an SLR scenario increases, it can become

optimal to act in places that currently seem to be low priorities.
4. Discussion
Uncertainty hinders management decisions [11], especially

when the future is expected to be markedly different from the

present or the rate of change is unpredictable [26]. The conse-

quences of mis-management can be dire when the range of
uncertainty is high, as demonstrated by the range of predicted

outcomes from climate scenarios [39]. Under dynamic uncer-

tainty, decision-making tools that predict the future using

existing conditions or static single-scenario projections may mis-

lead managers and scientists [40,41]. By improving the AM

approach [13] to account for uncertain future scenarios, our

approach simultaneously learns the probability that a model

of change best represents reality and provides the best manage-

ment action given the current uncertainty about the future. In

our simulations, the method learned a new most likely popu-

lation network model within a few years after the true model

changed. Even when the true population model associated

with an SLR scenario changed over time, as observed during

the twentieth century [26], the approach learned the most

likely model and altered the management strategy to be optimal

for the new scenario (figure 2). Learning the probability that a

scenario represents reality was valuable (protecting between

1140 and 14 500 birds for nine of 10 taxa) and gave better results

than heuristic management assuming a fixed future climate

scenario (figure 3). Accounting for the uncertain environment

led to surprising recommendations to act in locations that do

not carry much network flow under current conditions. This is

the strength of our approach: adaptive learning predicts that

these locations can become valuable nodes as the environment

changes. Our approach anticipates the risk of severe environ-

mental change impacts and recommends protecting these

nodes before change occurs to ensure they are intact (e.g.

peninsular Malaysia in figure 1).

As a general rule, managing nodes that carry high flow (e.g.

the Yellow Sea) is critical to preserving network flow. Similarly,

nodes that are vulnerable to detrimental change (e.g. habitat

loss caused by SLR in northeastern Australia (electronic sup-

plementary material, S7)) should be managed. The trade-off

between these two potentially conflicting strategies depends

on how the flows change between network models and the

likelihood of changing network models. Consequently, the

belief in a network model has an important role in effective

management. Although heuristic management of ‘bottleneck’

nodes with high flows and high predicted habitat loss per-

formed reasonably well, it was outperformed by the POMDP

solution that accounted for changing uncertainty (figure 3).

Employing the bottleneck heuristic may be a sound strategy

if the timing of action is not important, but if it matters when

protection is implemented (e.g. if development threatens

certain sites) then the POMDP strategy is superior.

The approach we present differs from sensitivity analysis

approaches that evaluate multiple climate scenarios [7] because

we maintain a probability that each network model is correct.

Knowing the probability of each network model means that

we can recommend the best management actions given our

uncertainty about the true impact of non-stationary environ-

mental change. While other studies used Markov Chain

Monte Carlo approaches to estimate the uncertainty in climate

models [42,43], our approach is the first to adaptively learn

and predict the probability of impacts of climate while also pro-

viding the best management responses given the existing and

future uncertainty. However, AM approaches that assume a pre-

defined set of scenarios require that the true scenario be close to

a scenario in the set [17]. If the model set does not approximate

the true scenario, then our approach might not provide the best

solutions. Because our method uses the fastest computational

methods to solve AM problems (POMDP), our approach can

accommodate a large number of models, if available [17].
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However, as the number of possible future models increases, it

might become more difficult to distinguish between models.

Models must be similar enough to provide sufficient resolution

but different enough to require alternative optimal management

strategies; there is no need to distinguish between models if the

management response is the same [44]. Finding the minimum

set of models to include in AM problems is an unsolved

optimization problem that requires further research.

Our approach requires an estimate of the probability of

transition between models of SLR impacts [24]. This estimate

provides additional information to the decision-making pro-

cess that improves management performance compared with

a static estimate of future SLR impacts (electronic supple-

mentary material, S5). Our approach can be adapted to

remove this assumption by treating the rate of change between

models of SLR impacts as a hidden probability that can take

discrete values (electronic supplementary material, S8). This

comes at an additional computational cost because additional

hidden parameters must be learned. For the tests that we com-

pleted on the EAA flyway networks, we found that removing

this assumption had no significant impact on the number of

birds protected (electronic supplementary material, S8), how-

ever it may be important in other applications. An alternative

approach is to solve the problem using passive rather than

our active AM approach. Solving the problem with passive

AM means that we would not manage the system based on

anticipating future learning opportunities, making the solution

reactive rather than proactive [32].

Our model learns the best management actions for bird

populations in a changing environment based on the assump-

tion that changes in SLR directly reduce the population of

breeding birds. The learning model uses the breeding popu-

lation as the observed variable. This approach has the

advantage of directly observing the variable of interest to man-

agers (i.e. the number of birds), but we do not learn about the

assumed relationship between habitat loss from SLR and

changes in bird populations (note that recent research suggests

that there may be a simple relationship between population size

and habitat loss [45]). An extension of our model could incor-

porate observations of SLR as well as breeding population.

This extension would require an additional unobserved par-

ameter to learn the relationship between the habitat loss from

SLR and the changes in bird populations. Learning the

additional parameter would increase the time and data

required to resolve uncertainty among the models.

SLR is only one of many factors affecting shorebird popu-

lations in the EAA flyway. Coastal development and changes

in sedimentation regimes have caused the loss of 65% of tidal

flats in the Yellow Sea in the past 50 years [21], and a number

of other threats from harvesting and disturbance to climate

change on the breeding grounds are operating [46]. Our
manuscript focuses on the threat of SLR as an illustration of

non-stationary change, but additional threats could be incor-

porated by our approach if state-transition models of the

response of bird populations to threats could be articulated.

While research on the rate of habitat loss is ongoing [21], we

do not yet have models of how multiple threats are interacting.

If hypotheses considering multiple threats could be articu-

lated, these could be incorporated without additional

computational complexity.

We have demonstrated the benefit of our approach on one

of the most difficult decision problems to date: managing net-

works that change over time and space. Our approach is not

limited to decisions about climate change and can help solve

any non-stationary AM problem. Problems involving net-

works of uncertain structure occur in many situations

[47,48]. For example, our method could be used to manage

invasive species across space and time with uncertain disper-

sal probabilities [49,50], similarly it could be used to best

manage disease outbreak [36], the management and surveil-

lance of hard-to-detect species [51], or uncertain dynamic

interactions between species assembled in foodwebs [52,53].

Implementation of adaptation actions to protect biodiversity

has perhaps been limited by uncertainty about the future. One

reason for this could be the myriad models and future scenarios

presented to decision-makers [4,6,10,11]. Our method is a way

to empirically evaluate models for the decision-maker while

also providing a management recommendation for immediate

action, taking uncertainty into account. Decision-makers can

see the current probability that a model is correct, as well

as a recommended management action based on that belief

(figure 2). SLR and other non-stationary processes will affect

many biological and human systems [54], and our method

provides a way to manage this uncertain but inevitable change.
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